
  

 

Fig. 1. A continuum robot reaches endometrium in uterine cavity with 
two different shapes. S-shape is feasible for the operation on fundus and 
C-Shape is feasible for the operation on corpus. 

 

Abstract—Endometrial regeneration surgery is a new therapy 

for intrauterine adhesion (IUA). However, existing instruments 

lacking dexterity and compliance are with difficulty to 

successfully perform the tasks of generating transplant wounds 

and transplanting stem cells during endometrial regeneration 

surgery. This paper presents a novel shifted-routing continuum 

manipulator which is driven by only two cables but has high 

dexterity, simple structure and small size. The design of the 

continuum manipulator with novel actuation strategy is 

introduced and the manipulator’s kinematic model is also 

derived. The analysis and simulation imply that shifted-routing 

strategy improves the dexterity of manipulators under limited 

actuation numbers and enhances the ability of reaching targets 

on fundus and corpus of the uterus. Finally, the shifted-routing 

continuum manipulator is used to reach targets in a planner 

endometrium model. The experimental results show that the tip 

of the manipulator can reach all the area of endometrium from 

proper directions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Intrauterine adhesion (IUA) is one of the main diseases 
that cause female infertility [1]. Endometrial regeneration 
using stem cells is a novel therapy for treating IUA. This 
treatment has the ability to fundamentally cure endometrial 
damage and restore fertility, but the success rate is strongly 
limited by current manual operation due to low accuracy of 
stem-cell transplantation [2,3]. Transplanting stem-cell into 
the native endometrium is considered as a procedure of in situ 
bioprinting. To successfully complete stem cell 
transplantation, there are two key steps: 1. Generate transplant 
wounds such as restoring uterine cavity structure, repairing 
injured endometrium and making Irritant injury.  2. Transplant 
stem cell to uterine cavity liking perfusion or injection stem 
cell solution [2]. However, the narrow cervical canal (4mm 
diameter [4]) confines the size of instruments for stem cell 
treatment. The uterine cavity, a mere slit which is flattened 
antero-posteriorly [5], requires instruments to be flexible 
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enough to reach uterine wall from proper directions. As shown 
in Fig. 1, the operations on fundus require a manipulator to 
reach the endometrium in forward direction but the operations 
on corpus require the manipulator to reach the endometrium in 
lateral direction. The traditional hysteroscopy surgery 
instruments are hard and have low operation accuracy and 
poor dexterity. What’s worse, these instruments will cause 
second damage to endometrium [6]. In this paper, we focus on 
the design of the continuum manipulator which is intended to 
perform the procedures of intra-lumenal in situ bioprinting to 
realize endometrium regeneration. In order to fit uterine cavity, 
the continuum robot is required to be with high dexterity but 
have small size and simple structure. 

Continuum robots have been widely used to complete 
difficult operation in confined human lumens due to their 
advantages of flexibility and dexterity [7-9]. However, 
increasing the flexibility and dexterity of robots led to 
complicated structures, large number of actuations, and 
difficult control. Many continuum robots are designed to 
achieve great dexterous workspace while maintaining small 
size and simple structure. Some researchers increase the 
number of segments to improve the dexterity of continuum 
robots. A. Bajo et al. designed a dexterous 2-segment 5 DOFs 
continuum manipulator for minimally invasive surgery of the 
throat [10]. K. Xu et al. proposed 2-segment 6 DOFs 
continuum manipulators to perform single port laparoscopy 
[11]. These continuum robots have great dexterity but their 
large numbers of actuations led to complicated structures, big 
size and difficult control. R. J. Hendrick et al. designed 
concentric tube manipulators that consist of procurved and 
elastic tubes to remove prostate tissue in man urethra [12]. 
Besides, T. D. Nguyen et al. proposed a continuum robot with 
extensible segments to increase robot’s workspace and 
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Fig. 2. Options for actuation routing. (a) and (b) require four tendons. (c) 
and (d) require two tendons. 

dexterity [13]. However, these continuum robots are not 
feasible for endometrium generation surgery because it is not 
easy for them to provide channels for fiberscope and other 
instruments. In addition, some researchers strengthen 
dexterity and realize multiple bending forms of robots by 
making asymmetric backbone structure or contact points. A. 
Gao et al. designed a contacted-aided catheter to carry out the 
isolation operation in human heart [14]. K. Oliverbutler et al. 
created non-constant curvature bending manipulator by 
varying the notches in tubes [15]. When notches are rotated, 
s-shaped manipulators are created. Besides, some researchers 
improve continuum robots’ dexterity by using different 
actuation methods. D. C. Rucker and A. Gao et al. designed 
helical tendons actuated continuum robots to realize robots’ 
spatial shape and S shape [16,17]. In conclusion, many 
methods are proposed to enforce manipulators’ dexterity, such 
as: increasing segments of robots, making asymmetric 
backbones, setting restricted structures, and changing actuator 
routing. Inspired by these works, we proposed a continuum 
manipulator which is actuated by shifted-routing cables for 
endometrium regeneration surgery. This continuum 
manipulator has advantages of concise structure and minimal 
actuation number. Though the continuum manipulator has 
only one section in the case of actuation structure, it can 
realize multiple shapes. 

This paper is presented as following. First, a novel 
actuation routing is proposed and the design of the 
manipulator is introduced. Then, we present the kinematic 
model of the continuum manipulator. The dexterity analysis 
and theoretical evaluation are also presented. Finally, we 
experimentally validate the ability of the manipulator for 
reaching targets on fundus and corpus of uterus. The 
experimental results and conclusion are also presented. 

II. CONTINUUM MANIPULATOR DESIGN 

A. Requirements 

In endometrial regeneration surgery, the manipulator has 

to pass through cervix, whose diameter is usually 4 mm under 

nature condition, before it get uterine cavity and perform 

operation. This requires the manipulator’s outer diameter to 

be smaller than 4 mm. On the other hand, to enable the 

manipulator to reach the whole uterine cavity, the 

manipulator should be with certain dexterity which allows 

operations on fundus and corpus of uterus. Besides, the 

manipulator should have two lumens for the deployment of 

fiberscope and other instruments. The design requirements 

are illustrated in Tab. I. 

TABLE I.  DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

Specification Value 

Outer diameter ≤4mm 

Types of shape “C” shape & “S” shape 

Length ≥30mm 

Range of rotation / 2 ~ / 2    

Number of lumen 2 

Size of lumen ≥1.5mm 

B. Design and Fabrication 

In order to realize S-shape, continuum manipulators are 
usually designed to have two segments which are actuated by 
different tendons. The survey of [18] provides three options 
for actuation routing: co-radial, co-located, and distributed, as 
shown in Fig. 2. Co-radial enables every segment to have 
2-Dof but needs at least 4 tendons for a planar 2-segment 
continuum robot.  Similar with co-radial, co-located also 
needs 4 tendons and the two proximal tendons are made of 
hollow rod, like nitinol tube. Distributed actuation routing 
needs two tendons but led to a low dexterity for distal segment. 
As shown in Fig. 2(c), the distal segment can only bend left. 
What’s worse, the shapes of distal segment are easily affected 
by external force since the segment is controlled by only one 
tendon. To overcome these disadvantages, we propose a new 
actuation routing, shifted-routing (Fig. 2(d)), to improve the 
manipulator’s dexterity and stability. 

A large number of tendons will limit the size of the 
manipulator and increase the complexity of actuation unit. 
Therefore, we design a continuum manipulator actuated by 
only two tendons, using the shifted-routing proposed above. 
The structure of the manipulator is shown in Fig. 3. The 
central backbone is a nitinol rode with n supporting disks 
spaced apart along its length. Two cable routings are 

 

Fig. 3. Structure of continuum manipulator. (a) The structure and 
coordinate systems of the manipulator. (b) A flexible joint in distal 
segment. (c) A flexible joint in proximal segment. 
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Fig. 4. Multiple shapes of the continuum manipulator. 

distributed asymmetrically around the neutral axis of 
supporting disks. The cables can be pulled to deform the 
manipulator but they cannot allow pushing. Though the 
manipulator can be considered as having only one segment in 
the case of actuation structure, we also divide the manipulator 
into two segments for convenience. For proximal segment, the 
distance from the left cable routing to neutral axis is bigger 
than the distance from the right cable routing to neutral axis. 
For the distal segment, the case is converse. The middle 
support disk has two cant cable channels which tune the 
distance between cable and central axis. The multiple shapes 
of the manipulator are shown in Fig. 4. Besides, every support 
disk has two notches with the size of 1.5mm to provide 
channels for fiberscope and other instruments. These support 
disks can be easily made by metal 3D printing. 

III. MODELING AND SIMULATION 

In this section, we derive the forward kinematics from 
configuration space to work space and the mapping from 
configuration space to joint space. Instead of considering 
every continuum segment as a constant curvature arc [18], we 
express the transformation matrix of every flexible joint and 
supporting disk according to the geometry of manipulator. The 
geometric constraints on cable displacement are also 
developed. Besides, the workspace and dexterity of the 
manipulator are explored and its ability of reaching the 
endometrium is also verified by simulation. 

A.  Kinematics of the Continuum Robot 

First, we define the bending angle of a flexible joint as i  , 

and then its homogenous transformation matrix can be 
expressed as 

   (1) 

where l is the length of the flexible joint. For the distal 

segment, the homogenous transformation matrix from  eO to 

 sO can be obtained as 
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where n is the number of flexible joints of distal segment, hT

is the transformation of support disk and h is related with the 

height of disks. The position and orientation of end-effector 

frame in   gO can be described by 
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where m is the number of flexible joints of proximal segment, 

T is the transformation of robot rotation and dT  is the 

transformation of robot displacement. When the friction 

between cable and disks is small enough, the joint angles of a 

same segment are considered same.  We define the 

configuration states as 

  d      (4) 

where  is the bending angle of the distal segment and  is 

the bending angle of proximal segment. Next, we associate 

configuration parameters with actuation states. According to 

the arc geometry of flexible joints shown in Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 

3(c), the relation between joint angle and cable is expressed as 
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where 1

1Tr , 1

2Tr , 2

1Tr and 2

2Tr  are the distances from tendon 

pathway to the central axis of disks. We simplify sin
2

i and 

sin
2

i using Taylor series and then cable displacements are 

expressed as 
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Given the values of cable displacements, we can easily 
calculate the values of configuration parameters  and   by 

soling this equation. 
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Fig.5. Workspace and dexterity analysis. (a) Workspace of the manipulator. (b) Dexterity along x- axis. (c) Some cases along x- axis 

 

Fig. 6.  Continuum manipulator reaches fundus and corpus of uterus in 
simulation. 

B. Geometric Constrains 

To avoid collision of cables with backbone and protective 
layer, the bending angle of joints is confined by  
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where R is the radius of supporting disk. The maximal value 
and minimal value of bending angle are confined by the 
parameters of beam and cable routing path. The allowed strain 
of the backbone also provides limitation to the maximal value 
of bending angle. Besides, cable displacements are required to 
follow a principle that cables provide pull force but cannot 
provide thrust force. We consider the situation that robot is 
actuated by only one cable. According to the force balance of 
single joint, the bending angles of joint is expressed as 
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where E is the young’s modulus if beam and I is the moment 

inertia of beam. Using the Taylor series of cosine, the relation 

between and  is simplified as 
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Finally, the displacement limitation of another cable is 

defined as 
3 3 2 2

1 2

lim 1 1( ) ( )+ +
3 3 3 3

i i i i

T i T il r r l l
   

           (11). 

This equation shows the minimal values of cable displacement 
of avoiding slack of cables. 

C. Workspace and Dexterity 

To investigate the reachability of end-effector, the 
workspace of continuum manipulator was scanned for 

11.5 3aTmm l mm    and 21.5 3aTmm l mm    . Note 

that the results didn’t include the effect of rotation and 
translation in order to well show the bending freedom. The 
cases where cables get slack are excluded to maintain the 
feasibility under different cable displacements. Fig. 5(a) 

shows the achievable workspace under the limitation of cable 
displacements. The dexterous workspace of a manipulator is 
defined as the volume of space which can be reached by the 
manipulator with arbitrary orientation. Since the manipulator 
has a translation freedom along z-axis, we only investigate the 
dexterity of the manipulator along x-axis on a plane. Given a 
desired position in the x direction, we calculate the possible 
cable displacement by using Newton solver. 300 random 
initial inputs are used for every desired position. The dexterity 
of manipulator alone x-axis is shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c). 
The distal direction is defined as the angle between distal tip 
and z-axis.  

The workspace and dexterity of the manipulator is 
unsymmetrical as a result of two shifted and dissymmetry 
cable routings. The manipulator has a large and concentrated 
left workspace and small right workspace. A large distal 
bending angle is useful for the operation on the corpus of 
uterus. In the left workspace, the central directions of dexterity 
space are near 0

o
. It’s favorable for the operation on the fundus 

of uterus. Therefore, the asymmetric workspace and dexterity 
make the continuum manipulator better fit the structure of 
uterine cavity though manipulator rotation is required to 
complete a three-dimensional workspace. In addition, we 
compare the dexterity along x-axis between shifted routing 
and distributed routing which are all actuated by two cables. 
The mean range of dexterous space along x-axis of shifted 
routing robot is 25.2

 o
 and the mean range of dexterous space 

along x-axis of distributed routing robot is 24.7
 o

. Shifted 
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Fig. 8. Experimental results. (a) Reaching in forward direction when 
two cables were driven at the same time. (b) Left lateral direction with 
C-shape when left cable was driven to tension and right cable was 
driven to release. (c) Right lateral direction with big C-shape when right 
cable was driven to tension and left cable was driven to release. (d) 
Right lateral direction with small C-shape when right cable was driven 
to tension and left cable maintained still. 

 

Fig. 7. Experimental setup 

routing slightly improved the dexterity of robot and it 
enhances the stability of distal segment as we mentioned in 
section II.  

D. Simulation 

To further explore the manipulator’s ability, we investigate 
the manipulator’s performance of reaching targets in 
simulation to show the benefit of this continuum manipulator.  
In endometrial regeneration surgery, the manipulator’s tip is 
required to reach the endometrium from proper direction in 
order to successfully perform tasks like generating transplant 
wounds and transplanting stem cells. Besides, there is a 
limitation for the shapes of the manipulator that the conflict 
between endometrium and manipulator should be avoided. In 
the simulation, we construct a planar endometrial model and 
select some points as the targets. The desired direction is 
defined as same with the normal direction of the target 
endometrium. The actuation parameters are also solved by 
using locally convergent Newton solver. The simulation 
results are shown in Fig. 6. We see that the manipulator can 
successfully reach all the targets whether on the fundus or on 
the corpus. Though not all desired distal directions are 
achieved, all the arrows on the distal tip of the manipulator 
inserted into the uterine wall.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, a prototype is made to evaluate the 
continuum manipulator’s ability for endometrium surgery.  

A. Experimental Setup 

A continuum manipulator prototype was constructed and 
fixed on a 4 DOFs platform, shown in Fig. 7.  The diameter of 
the manipulator is 3.9 mm. The deformation of the 
manipulator is driven by two 0.234-mm diameter core wire. 
The displacements from the tendon pathways to the central 
axis are separately 0.8 mm and 1.5 mm. Each wire terminated 
on a tension sensor (Bengbu Chino Sensor; CN). The two 
sensors were fixed on two linear sliders which were actuated 
by DC motors (E-Drive System 6200.T; CN). The rotation of 
the manipulator is driven by a pair of gears and the gears are 

actuated by a   DC motor (identical to those used for wire 
actuation). A servo-actuated carriage provided insertion 
movement. All DC motors were powered by drivers (Copley; 
USA) and controlled by a controller (Turbo Clipper; USA). A 
CMOS camera (PL-B776F, PixeLink, USA) was mounted 
over the manipulator to capture the shapes of manipulator 
during deformation.  

B. Multiple Shapes in Freedom 

The manipulator was separately actuated to reach in 
forward direction and lateral direction. First, two cables were 
driven at the same time with the same speed. Due to the shifted 
routing, the manipulator was actuated to S-shapes with 
forward direction. When the left cable was driven to tension 
and right cable was driven to release, the manipulator realized 
left C-shape. When the right cable was driven to tension while 
the left cable was release at the same time, the manipulator 
realized big C-shapes. However, when the right cable was 
driven to tension while the left cable maintains still, the 
manipulator realized small C-shapes. Assuming the 
elongation of cable is linear to cable tension, the actual cable 
displacement was calculated by removing the cable elongation 
from actuation displacements. The experimental results and 
model results are shown in Fig. 8.  The distal position errors of 
the four situations are separately1.6±0.6mm, 0.3±0.2mm, 
0.7±0.7mm, and 1.5±0.5mm.  The distal direction errors of the 
four situations are separately 5.9±3.4

 o
, 4.2±2.0

 o
, 4.1±3.5

o
, and 

4.2±3.5
o
.   

C. Reaching Targets in Uterine Cavity 

We experimentally evaluate the manipulator’s ability of 

reaching targets. The angle between the manipulator’s tip and 

the normal direction of target endometrium should be in the 
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Fig. 9. Manipulator reaches the targets on fundus and corpus of uterus. 

range of 0
o
~90

o
. In the experiments, a 2D model of uterine 

cavity was made. We selected 5 points spaced with 5mm on 

the fundus of uterus and 3 points space with 5mm on the 

corpus of uterus as the targets. The distal direction is defined 

as the angle between distal tip and z-axis, as shown in the 

subplot of Fig. 6. The reaching experiments were performed 

three times and the results are shown in Table II. The progress 

is shown in Fig. 9. When reaching targets on the fundus, the 

maximal deviation between distal direction and normal 

direction of the uterine wall is 21.1
o
. When reaching targets 

on the corpus, the maximal deviation is 69.7
o
. All targets can 

be reached from proper direction. 

TABLE II.  RESULTS OF REACHING TARGETS IN UTERINE CAVITY 

 

No. 
Target 

direction (o) 

Average 

values of 

achieved 

direction (o) 

Deviation 

(o) 

Operation 

on fundus 

1 -11.8 -32.9 21.1 

2 -8.1 -16.0 7.9 

3 -5.7 -12.9 7.2 

4 -3.7 -4.5 0.8 

5 0.0 0.5 -0.5 

Operation 

on corpus 

6 153.0 83.3 69.7 

7 140.8 72.6 68.2 

8 126.3 66.1 60.2 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we present a novel shifted-routing 

cable-driven continuum manipulator with the advantages of 

high dexterity and simple structure which are essential for 

endometrium generation surgery. The shifted-routing 

actuation strategy needs less cables but show good dexterity. 

In experiments, we verified the manipulator’s reaching ability 

in a 2D model of uterine cavity. The experimental results 

show that the manipulator can reach targets with proper 

direction (small than 70
o
). However, we didn’t consider the 

affection of the friction between cables and disks and ignored 

the compression of backbone, which will cause error between 

model results and experimental results. In our future work, we 

will consider these effectors and make a complete prototype 

in which a fiberscope and injection instruments are mounted. 

Additionally, the next step of our research is to use the 

continuum manipulator to perform the tasks of in situ 

bioprinting to realize endometrium regeneration in the future. 
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